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Previously we met Marco, a standard nerd, visiting a high-tech
genetics lab with his class. They had some genetically modified
bugs there… Bugs that are known for their strength, speed,… and
strong pheromones! And, who would have guessed, one of those
bugs had escaped its glassy prison and bit Marco! The next day
Marco discovers he has no more need for his glasses… and abs!...
And… a pretty big dick! It does not take long for him to discover
more of his superpowers as he stops a car with his bare hands…
and… women start reacting… in strange… horny ways to his
presence!

Anyway, ever since acquiring his first three additions to his
harem, Marco has sworn to never use those Pheromones again,
as he deems their usage evil… even though all the girls are truly
happy pleasing him in any way possible. But superhero business is
not going well. Aside from a few cats Marco AKA „The
Pheormancer“ has saved so far nothing noteworthy has
happened. But all of that is about to change when the peaceful
scenery in town is disturbed by a series of suicides!

Can the Pheromancer save the next victim?



Alright!
Let‘s see what‘s

happening in 
town.



I‘m Irene Fortune for
Channel 69, and as
always, I‘m bringing

you the hottest news
around town.

Welcome to the
morning news!



The police is still 
investigating, but in 
all three cases, they

assume it was 
suicide.

All three jumped
to their deaths

from tall buildings
around town.

With the death of
CEO Erik Steinfell 
the death count of
Redfield Industry 
employees is up to

three within just this
week!



But I‘ll let you guys
decide!

On our online app!
Use the suicide clicker
and let us know if you
think whether this was 
suicide or MURDER!

Can three suicides
in such quick 

succession really be
a coincidence?!

Bullshit!

Now you know me!
If it looks like a fish, 
smells like a fish, and 
tastes like a fish, it‘s
not necessary a fish, 

but just fishy!



Now over to
Yara, with 

the weather.

So, prepare for
some rainy days and 
clothe up warm for
tomorrow and the

days to come. 

Sadly
temperatures
are dropping

like our suicide
victims!

Thank
you, Irene!



Having watched TV, Marco leaves for University. Some
time later at the university grounds Marco is trying to
get it going with Jessica when he suddenly hears
noises from above!



C‘mon!
What are

you waiting
for?

Oh, boy!
You are so 

hot, Jessica!



Oh, yeah!
Are you
ready?

Oh, I‘m more
than ready! 
I‘m basically

dripping!



C‘mon! 
Jump already, 

bitch!

Without you, 
I‘d still be
bothering
everybody!

And thanks
for all the

advice.

… Thank you. 
Thank you for

opening my
eyes.

You are
welcome!

Some dozen meters above…



The girl jumps off the rooftop just
next to where Marco and Jessica are
about to fuck!

No way!
Don‘t do 

it, girl!



Haaahh!

Stick your 
dick in! My

tight cunt is
waiting!





Marco jumps onto the building’s
corner where he finds some grip, and
with a backflip, he positions himself
right under the falling girl…



Can Marco save the girl and twart the mysteries lady in
red‘s plans?



Guess he can! ☺







End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here. 

This will be the first part of the
“Suiciductress Arc” of Love Bug Bite. The
stage is set for a confrontation between
the lady in red and The Pheromancer!
Another chapter is planned for February.

The complete comic is ~77 comic pages
long and contains 10 pinups. It’s for adults
only and available on my Patreon,
Gumroad or Fanbox:
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